
KENNY BUTTERILL

“The music of Scotts Valley’s Kenny Butterill takes you to peaceful, easy places. Reminiscent of
Don Williams and Tony Joe White, his voice is deep and honest, with an easy-going style that’s as
mellow as a front porch swing. “
KKUP, Cupertino, Ca.

“This is authentic alt-country Americana Folk music that grows on you - and keeps getting better
the more one listens.  Don’t be surprised when You hear Butterill’s tunes covered by other
artists. " 
Felton Pruitt, XM Radio

"Butterill’s insightful, sensitive songwriting speaks volumes with words used sparingly to good
effect. His inviting, minimalist style puts you in a comfortable groove while his mellow, distinctive
delivery is as smooth as fine Scotch. Butterill gives us the kind of Americana music that 
connects with listeners. You can’t go wrong with this one." 

Gavin

"A roots grounded, blues shaded, country flavored songwriter with emphasis on solid rhythmic
grooves. Kenny’s keenly observing words paint gritty portraits of the dusty side of life. His 
stories deftly capture the essence of their subject matter." 
Songwriter’s Monthly 

"...we haven’t heard much from the brilliant and unique singer J.J. Cale lately, (but) I’m here to
tell you that we have the next best thing in Kenny Butterill. It’s impossible for me not to compare
him to Cale, and that’s a good thing. You’ve got same deep gruff voice and the much of the same 
rootsy, percolating, shuffling songs. Butterill’s debut is a refreshing reminder of Cale’s legacy
and probably the beginning of another’s." 
Bill Frater, www.freighttrainboogie.com 

"Recalling the Nashville-influenced material laid down by Mark Knopfler in the early ’90s, Kenny
Butterill’s lazy songs are the ideal accompaniment to a Saturday afternoon spent in a hammock
or driving through the rural countryside. Leaning slightly more toward Country-Folk than
Bluegrass, Butterill’s material manages to toe the line of both genres without falling into
either one’s fishing hole." 
Charles Hodgkins, Assoc. Editor, Listen.com 

"...  compares best to an acoustic version of Dire Straits ... influences include John Prine, Neil
Young and Gordon Lightfoot ... Butterill’s songs flow effortlessly from one to the next

regardless of style or influence."
David J. Klug, Blue Suede News 

... a variety of songs that defy formatting. A quiet rebel of grace, Butterill ... tells stories, 
borrows from his own experience and creates interesting songs that beg the listener to think
for him or herself. Heartfelt, honest and strong, Butterill is quietly making music in his own

fashion." 
Jana Pendragon, American Country Magazine 
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